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Abstract

Why are some communities documenting higher case loads of COVID-19 infections than others? Past studies have linked the resilience of communities against crisis to their social vulnerability and to the capacity of local governments to provide public goods and services like health care. Disaster studies, which frequently examine the effect of social ties and mobility, may help illuminate the current spread of COVID-19. We model the occurrence of new cases from February 17 to May 29 using 4841 prefecture-day observations, paired with daily tallies of aggregate Facebook user movement among neighborhoods. This preliminary study of Japanese prefectures finds that communities with strong bridging and linking social ties start out more susceptible to COVID-19 spread, but their rates quickly decrease over time compared to communities with stronger intra-group ties. These results imply that residents’ participation in civil society and trust in officials affect their adoption of new health behaviors like physical distancing, improving their capacity to respond and adapt to crisis. Though bridging and linking communities suffered more early on, they adapted better to new conditions, demonstrating greater resilience to the pandemic. We anticipate this study to be a starting point for broader studies of the effect of social ties and mobility on response to COVID-19 worldwide, verifying what kinds of social networks we should invest in to adapt to this pandemic.

Introduction

Why are some communities documenting higher case loads of COVID-19 infections than others? Since the global pandemic started, scholars have looked at the capacity of health care systems, the spread of residents, and the social vulnerability of communities to crisis, but social ties, a key factor in disaster studies, have remained absent from the conversation. This preliminary study of Japanese prefectures finds that communities with stronger bridging and linking social ties start out more susceptible to COVID-19 spread, but quickly see decreasing rates over time compared to communities with stronger intra-group ties. These results imply that residents’ participation in civil society and trust in officials affect their adoption of new health behaviors like physical distancing, improving their capacity to respond and adapt to crisis. Though bridging and linking communities suffered more early on, they adapted better to new conditions, demonstrating greater resilience to the pandemic. We anticipate this study to be a starting point for broader studies of the effect of social ties and mobility on response to COVID-19 worldwide, verifying what kinds of social networks we should invest in to adapt to this pandemic.

This study makes three major contributions to the literature on disaster and pandemic response. First, while past studies have linked social capital and social vulnerability to disaster outcomes (Cutter et al. 2006, Aldrich & Meyer 2015, Fraser et al. 2020), this study applies this to the COVID-19 pandemic. Though social networks are associated with the spread of infection, this only occurs with contact; instead, communities with strong social networks can convince family, friends, and neighbors to adopt vital new behaviors like physical distancing and masks to reduce the spread of the virus.

Second, this study leverages Facebook user mobility data as a key mediating variable to discern the relationships between social ties and COVID-19 case rates, building on a literature on the role of mobility in crises (Yabe 2020, Fraser 2020). While geographic mobility has been linked to the spread of the avian flu and SARS (Bowen & Laroe 2006, Smallman-Raynor & Cliff 2008), as well as COVID-19 (Zhang et al.
2020, Cowling et al. 2020), communities with higher social capital see lower or decreasing associations between mobility and COVID-19 spread, as residents learn about how to protect themselves while moving about.

Third, this study highlights that while health care system capacity is vital to reducing the spread of pandemics (Schoenbaum et al. 2011), individual citizens and communities’ participation in public health efforts is vital to ensuring widespread adoption of new health behaviors. This builds on past findings from SARS and Ebola (Tai and Sun, 2007; Funk et al., 2009; Vinck et al 2019), highlights that bridging and linking social ties are especially key, and applies this to Japan. Even after the Japanese government struggled to respond to the Diamond Princess outbreak and subsequent clusters, this study highlights that residents and their social networks have made a difference in Japan’s response to COVID-19.

Literature Review

This study examines why some Japanese prefectures saw more new cases of COVID-19 than others. Recent scholarship highlights that COVID-19 spreads through contact with aerosolized droplets from persons carrying the virus, facilitated by coughing and sneezing (WHO 2020). On average, it takes 5 days to develop symptoms, with a range of 1-14 days (Lauer et al. 2020). Tracking infection rates has been problematic, as some states (such as the US and Japan) were slow to begin testing cases and have failed to contact trace(Kingston 2020). Further, many people spread the virus asymptomatically (Lavezzo et al. 2020). Based on infections reported already, we can examine variation in infection rates among communities.

First, some communities might see higher rates of infection because of citizens’ behaviors and mobility (Zhang et al. 2020, Cowling et al. 2020). Communities have adopted physical distancing at varying rates; many Japanese prefectures and religious organizations did not close down key institutions until early April (Kingston 2020, McLaughlin 2020). For example, the northern prefecture of Hokkaido saw a high share of cases early on, while Aichi Prefecture in the Chubu Region developed a cluster of infections gradually (See Figure 1). Communities where residents still move between neighborhoods frequently might have higher case rates (Bowen & Laroe 2006, Smallman-Raynor & Cliff 2008). Similarly, communities which already have developed cases are more likely to see spread due to exponential rates of infection.

However, some communities see especially high rates of infection and death. In the US, African American neighborhoods with high shares of low-income residents in New York City and the city of Flint, Michigan, have seen disproportionately high infection rates (Mansoor 2020). These communities have greater shares of socially vulnerable populations, such as residents who are elderly, women, single parents, unemployed, in poverty, or racial, religious, or ethnic minorities. These populations tend to see worse outcomes both from initial disasters and long term recovery processes (Cutter et al. 2006, Fussell et al. 2010), because they are financially constrained from seeking help and have faced institutionalized discrimination in the past.
Yet some vulnerable communities manage better outcomes from crisis than others due to the capacity of governments to provide better quality response (Bollyky et al. 2019, Hallerod et al. 2013, Farag et al. 2012). In the case of COVID-19, some communities had better funded governments that purchased necessary materials and had more doctors, nurses, hospitals, and clinics available to serve new waves of patients (Schoenbaum et al. 2011). Meanwhile, others struggled to provide similar levels of care for populations.

Finally, even vulnerable communities with weak government and health care capacity could respond better to crisis if they have strong social networks to rely on. Disaster scholars find that strong social capital - social ties that residents use for physical, financial, and social support in times of crisis - are powerful interventions that boost community resilience (Aldrich & Meyer 2015). Scholars found this after the 1995 Kobe Earthquake, the 1995 Heat Wave in Chicago, the 2011 disaster in Japan, and after Hurricanes Katrina, Sandy, and Harvey in the US (Edgington 2010, Klinenberg 2002, Aldrich 2019, Ye and Aldrich 2019, Aldrich & Crook 2010, Collins et al 2017, Smiley et al. 2018, Metaxa-Kakavouli et al. 2018).

Social capital comes in three forms: bonding, bridging, and linking social ties. Bonding ties connect members of the same social groups, like family members, neighbors, and members of co-ethnic or co-religious groups, and help those groups survive crisis, but can lead to hoarding of resources. Bridging ties connect members of different social groups, like unions, nonprofits, and volunteer organizations, facilitating civic engagement (Putnam 2000), reducing ethnic violence (Varshney 2001), and providing mutual support across different social groups. Finally, linking ties connect residents to local, regional, and national officials, helping them access key public goods they might not otherwise receive (Aldrich 2019, Sretzer & Woolcock 2004, Tsai 2007).

In the case of COVID-19, social networks boost the spread of quality information on how to keep community members from contracting the virus. Past studies of epidemics found that information from trusted personal ties is more effective in changing health behaviors than centralized information campaigns (Tai and Sun, 2007; Funk et al., 2009; Vinck et al 2019). We hypothesize that bonding social ties, like social vulnerability, might backfire, circulating bad information while not providing new, quality information. In contrast, we hypothesize that bridging and linking social ties might facilitate the spread of quality information, since residents who trust their officials and different social groups might trust WHO guidelines on physical distancing more.

Results

This study modeled daily infection rates of prefectures from Japan's Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare from February 17 to May 29, compiled by JAG Japan (JAG Japan, 2020). We divided prefecture-day observations into two datasets. First, we modeled why some prefectures encountered their first case using prefectures with 0 or 1 cases. Second, we modeled why some prefectures found additional cases after their first case, using prefectures with 1 or more cases. We tested the effect of social capital, including bonding, bridging, and linking social capital, drawing from new indices (Fraser 2020) and the
cumulative movement of residents among different neighborhoods. We assessed mobility using aggregate level data from Facebook’s Data for Good project. Meanwhile, each model controlled for the capacity of health care systems, government finances, and social vulnerability of communities, alongside further demographic controls. Finally, since social processes might change as communities adapt to the new pandemic, we modeled these infection rates using three time chunks, first looking from February 17 to April 5 (to include a surge in cases at the start of April), then from February 17 to May 1, and then from February 17 to May 29. This helps us confirm how long certain trends persist. Our modeling techniques, including proxies used in these models, are discussed in depth in the Methods section at the conclusion of this article.

This analysis finds three broad trends, described in Methods Appendix Tables 1, 2, and 3. First, the models demonstrate several effects as expected. For example, cumulative inter-neighborhood movement is positively related to increasing case rates, but negatively related to prefectures getting their very first case.

Up until April 5, more inter-neighborhood movement was associated with a higher likelihood of getting a first case of COVID-19 and getting subsequent cases. But by May 29, greater inter-neighborhood movement actually became associated with a lower likelihood of first cases, as cities adapted to the crisis and adopted masks and some social distancing. This is because cumulative movement helps the virus grow, but someone has to catch it first in order to get their first case. Likewise, the likelihood of virus spread increases as time passes, while prefectures that spend more on health and keep a better balanced budget tend to be much less likely to see their first case or subsequent cases of COVID-19.

Second, we find that towns with stronger bridging social capital are more likely to receive their first case and subsequent cases. Meanwhile, towns with strong linking social capital are less likely to receive their first case, but more likely to receive subsequent cases. This is because communities with strong civic participation and frequent meetings of social groups are excellent places for clusters of infection to take root, but communities with stronger linking social capital might be more likely to trust recommendations from local government and health authorities, helping limit the spread of those clusters.

Third, using interaction effects over time, we found that towns with more overall social capital, especially including bridging social capital, tended to see more cases outright, but fewer new cases over time. These effects were strongest from February to May, and were more muted after considering cases from May 1 to May 29. This suggests that social capital had a significant role in shaping resident responses to the virus in its first several months in particular.

As added evidence, we found a similar bivariate trend between social capital predictors and case rates, shown in the top panel of Figure 2. We analyzed how the daily correlation between prefectural social capital and vulnerability with case rates changes over time. This shows that in aggregate, towns with stronger bridging and linking social capital tend to see lower new case rates of COVID-19, while those with greater bonding social capital and vulnerability tend to see higher case rates.
Then, in the second row of **Figure 2**, we compared our set of prefectures with 0 or 1 cases and our set with 1 or more cases of COVID-19. Then, we used loess regression curves to track the change in these correlations from February to late May. The right panel shows a much clearer (and stronger) relationship between case rates and bridging and linking social capital after a prefecture gets its first case than before. However, those positive correlations with case rates dropped from February until late April, while bonding social capital and vulnerability developed increasingly less negative relationships with case rates over time. A finding of great concern is that bridging and linking capital’s declining relationship with case rates only lasted until mid-April, after which it sharply increased again. Since late April, case rates have shown an increasingly positive relationship with all forms of social capital and social vulnerability. This implies that a tipping point was reached in late April, when some well networked communities began interacting again, creating new clusters of infections.

When we examine the cumulative case rates in **Figure 3**, we see that over time, bridging and linking social capital develop strong negative relationships with cumulative total case rates, even though they initially had positive relationships with early case rates. This seems to suggest that these communities with stronger bridging and linking ties are adapting over time, shifting from key sources of spread to key mitigators of spread. Even though some communities with strong social capital saw new cases in May, the cumulative pattern suggests that investing in bridging and linking social ties is a powerful grassroots strategy for adaptation to pandemics.

Finally, to triangulate the effect of social ties on COVID-19 rates, we examined how social capital shapes COVID-19 spread through mobility patterns. **Figure 4** depicts the changing association over time between case rates and the total cumulative inter-neighborhood mobility of Facebook users, with a line of best fit depicting the overall trend over time. However, each panel displays the relationship between mobility and case rates separately for towns with social capital above vs. below the median. If social capital had no effect, then we would expect the plots with high and low social capital to be nearly identical. However, in several cases, the trend lines are completely reversed, and in others, the correlation differs greatly. This analysis reveals three findings.

First, prefectures with low social capital, including boning, bridging, and linking social capital, saw much higher positive associations between mobility and infection rates than did prefectures with high social capital. Second, prefectures with high and low social capital both saw the relationship between mobility and case rates decline, indicating residents’ adaptation and adoption of new behaviors like physical distancing, staying home, and wearing masks. Third, communities with strong bonding social capital saw a starkly decreasing correlation in mobility and new cases over time, while those with weak bonding social capital saw a starkly increasing association over time. Finally, over time, communities with stronger bridging social ties saw decreasing relationships between mobility and infection, much more so than those with weak bridging social ties. These findings highlight that communities with stronger social networks are adopting new and different mobility patterns and in-so-doing reducing their risk of contracting and spreading COVID-19. **Figure 4**’s results are purely descriptive, and do not adjust for social vulnerability, health care capacity, or other factors, but present strong, clear trends.
Discussion

In summary, we see preliminary evidence that social ties and mobility patterns are shaping the spread of COVID-19 among Japanese municipalities. While strong bridging and linking ties trend directly with more cases of infection, these same social resources correlate with declining rates of infection over time and fewer cumulative infections. This suggests that communities are leveraging their bridging and linking social ties to adapt to the crisis and helping spread quality information about better health practices. This in turn may be reducing the infection rates of these highly socially active communities.

One challenge of inferring the effect of social ties on infection is that the Japanese government has been widely criticized for testing too few residents over the last three months. Critics might argue that we only observed that bridging and linking ties were related to infection rates because prefectures with stronger social ties tend to have better quality governance, and those prefectures used those networks to identify and test more people. However, this explanation is not appropriate. If communities with stronger bridging and linking ties test more, we would expect the effect of bridging and linking social ties over time to produce a false positive. However, we find the opposite. This lends credence to our hypothesis that, despite limited testing in Japan, bridging and linking social ties are critical to adapting to COVID-19 spread over time.

A second challenge of examining social ties is that communities have changed as COVID-19 unfolded. As residents spent more time with family, commuted less, and companies reduced normally gruelling hours, the monthly suicide rate in Japan dropped precipitously by 20% in April (Blair 2020). As a result, overall models of social behavior during this period eclipse key changing trends over time. However, this study compensated for changing social conditions by modeling three nested time spans, from February 17 to April 5, to May 1, and to May 29. The effect of social networks on reducing COVID-19 spread over time was most pronounced from February 17 to April 5, indicating that communities and local governments should seek to activate these networks as early as possible.

Further, one advantage of this research is that it controls for the tendency of residents to move among different neighborhoods, using aggregate tallies of Facebook user movement. Facebook users are a relatively accurate means of measuring movement, as similar shares of users ages 20 to 59 and male and female use Facebook. See the Methods appendix for further information on Facebook demographics. We found that communities with greater cumulative mobility were much more likely to get their first infection, but this effect shrunk greatly thereafter, likely as these communities began to adopt new health practices.

In summary, this study finds that social ties are a vital tool for adapting to and reducing COVID-19 spread, drawing on the case of Japanese prefectures from February 17 to May 29. In Japan, more vulnerable communities have seen fewer infections so far, because high earning urban metropolises have been major vectors for spread instead. Though communities with strong bridging and linking social ties may have facilitated early spread, over time, they are adapting better and reducing the rate of new infections, much more than communities with strong bonding social capital. By investing in residents’ ties with their
broader community and with their elected officials, we can improve our capacity to respond not just to disasters but also pandemics.

**Methods**

This preliminary study examines why some Japanese prefectures saw more new cases of COVID-19 than others. Using data from the Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare, this aggregate-level study analyses how social ties shape the spread of COVID-19, while adjusting for the effects of human mobility, cumulative infections, social vulnerability to crisis, health care capacity, governance capacity, and demographics. Because the process that leads a prefecture to develop its first case of infection is likely quite different from the processes that lead a prefecture to develop its third, fourth, and four-hundredth cases, we modeled these processes separately. Drawing from 4841 prefecture-day observations, we used a logit model to explain why in 3683 cases, prefectures either saw zero or one reported new cases of COVID-19. Then, we use a gamma model to explain why in 1632 cases, prefectures saw increasingly positive case rates. In the logit models, the outcome is the count of new cases (0 or 1), controlling for population as a predictor, while in the gamma models, we use the population-controlled case rate. This data stretches from February 17 to May 29.

We repeated our analyses across three time frames to account for changing social processes as the pandemic progresses. First, we analyzed cases from February 17 to April 5, to account for the high spread of cases at the start of April. Second, we analyzed cases from February 17 to May 1, to account for the decreasing rate of cases in late April. Third, we analyzed cases from February 17 to May 29 to account for the stagnation of case rates in May. This three-pronged approach helps contextualize when key social processes affect COVID-19 spread the most.

1. **Key Variables**

This analysis employs several key predictors. To model social capital and social vulnerability, we use new indices modeled after the indices by Kyne & Aldrich (2019) & Cutter et al. (2003), aggregated to the prefectural level. As an initial analysis, we model just social capital, while subsequent analyses replace the social capital index with subindices for bonding, bridging, and linking social capital. All indices range from 0 to 1, where 1 denotes the most social capital or vulnerability, and 0 signifies the least. Next, we control for time using the number of days passed in the dataset. Next, to represent mobility, we calculated the total cumulative number of Facebook users who moved between neighborhoods within or between prefectures since the start date of the analysis, lagged by 5 days. This is to account for the fact that it takes on average 5 days for COVID-19 spread to result in symptoms and new cases. This data was provided by Facebook’s Data for Good project.

This study never had any contact with individual level Facebook user data, but instead uses aggregated data provided by Facebook. Any user data was collected by Facebook Data for Good according to Facebook's Data Use Policy, then aggregated to the neighborhood level to maintain individuals’ privacy, so that researchers never had contact with individual level data. This aggregate level data is regularly
provided to humanitarian NGOs and research teams with data sharing agreements, and does not involve any sensitive data nor user data. This analysis is an observational study of aggregate-level data, so no Institutional Review Board protocol was necessary.

Finally, we also add as a predictor the cumulative case rate of a prefecture five days prior. We might expect that prefectures with greater population movement or more cases five days prior might see more new cases in the present. Facebook users are a decent approximation of movement in the population; similar shares of users across age groups and gender use Facebook. According to a survey by Japan's Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIAC) in 2019, 32.8% of Japanese reported using Facebook, compared with 17% of teens, 47% of users ages 20-29, 49% of users ages 30-39, 37% of users ages 40-49, 29% of users ages 50-59, and 14% of users ages 60-69. Rates of use among men and women were identical (33%). This gives us a highly detailed glimpse of movement within or between prefectures, helping us assess the effect of this movement on spread rates.

2. Controls

This analysis also applied several control variables. First, the logit models use population as a control variable (while population is already incorporated in the gamma model outcome variable, which is the rate of cases per 1000 persons). Next, to represent overall health conditions, we use the life expectancy of a prefecture. If we were modeling death rates, it would be more important to control for additional health conditions, but since we are just modeling spread rates, we do not. Instead, we control for health care capacity, because communities with better health care capacity might identify, quarantine, and treat affected patients faster. This Health Care Capacity Index is a simple index of my own design that combines the proportion of doctors, nurses, hospitals, and clinics per 1000 residents, transforms each into a z-score, and then averages them together to make a single index. It is better to combine these as a single predictor than to apply them as separate predictors, because communities with more nurses but fewer doctors, for example, could still contain the spread of COVID-19 just as fine as communities with more doctors but fewer nurses. Next, we also control for total municipal and prefectural expenditures on health, as well as the health of municipality budgets, represented by the ratio of revenues to expenditures.

Finally, we control for several demographic traits. First, demographic vulnerability has already been represented in this model by the social vulnerability index, which represents overall trends in age, gender, income, education, employment, and health based vulnerability. Even so, we controlled for specific key traits of vulnerability as able, including the median age, unemployment rate, employment in the secondary sector (manufacturing), and population.

Several demographic traits could not be added to the model, because they were highly correlated with other demographic traits. Since there are only 47 prefectures, each demographic trait only has 47 unique values over all prefecture-day observations; adding these variables led to high multicollinearity in models, and so they were removed to ensure accurate estimated effects with no multicollinearity problems. For example, in our dataset, the median age, income per capita, and the college education population are all correlated with a Pearson's r of +/- 0.65 or above. Including any of these causes the variance inflation
factor to spike upwards of 7, which leads us to question the veracity of such a model. Similarly, health conditions like heart disease and hypertension and even traits like population and gender are all strongly correlated with the median age of a prefecture. Appendix Figure 1 shows a correlation matrix for all variables in both models, shaded blue to signify strong positive correlations and red for strong negative correlations. These reflect a substantial degree of correlation among control variables. To avoid these multicollinearity issues, we employed a social vulnerability index, which already incorporates age, income, occupation, and gender-based vulnerability (Fraser 2020). Similarly, we consider conditions like heart disease and hypertension already controlled for because they are so collinear with age. Since COVID-19 case rates are only available at the prefectural level, this is the highest level of detail available, but future studies may improve on this if municipal level case rates become available.

3. Models

For each time frame, we generated eight models in total, including four logit models and four gamma models, resulting in 24 models total (See Methods Appendix Tables 1-3). For logit and gamma models, the first model used social capital as a predictor, while the second model included bonding, bridging, and linking social capital instead. The third and four models applied interaction effects with time, testing whether the effect of social capital indices and social vulnerability indices change over time. Each model in the period between February 17 and April 5 explained at least 67% of the variation in new cases of COVID-19. As the pandemic progressed, this decreased to 40% by May 1 and 25% by May 29 as prefectures developed new social processes and behaviors in response to the pandemic. Based on chi-squared intercept tests, all models fit better than an intercept model, with a statistically significant fit (p < 0.001).

Multicollinearity problems were abated by keeping the average variance inflation factor below 3.5 (except for interaction models, which are naturally collinear). Bridging and linking social capital indices generated the highest VIF scores, at 5.5. This is because bridging and linking social capital are related concepts. While this score is higher than the gold standard of 2.5, it is nowhere near 10, a problematic level of multicollinearity, meaning that it does not affect the validity of the model.

Finally, these models showed considerable heteroskedasticity, as shown by the Breusch-Pagan statistic and p-values in Methods Appendix Tables 1, 2, and 3. This is because the same prefectures across days tended to have similar outcomes, and so we used robust standard errors to calculate more conservative estimates of statistical significance. Each model depicts the standardized coefficients, which describe the log-odds of new cases given an increase of one standard deviation in a predictor. As a result, the size of effects can be compared across different variables to show which variable has the largest estimated effect on the outcome.
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